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Focus Statement
A motor grader operator masters all concepts and procedures involved in the operation of motor graders. This includes basic daily preventive maintenance, safety checking, and control of the machine. He/she identifies the main attachments used with motor graders and uses the motor grader to perform the appropriate work related tasks.

Materials/Equipment
All materials and equipment will be provided during the performance verification, unless otherwise specified by the testing center.

Study Material
All NCCER performance verifications are referenced to the NCCER curriculum listed in the content. You may order modules from Pearson (800.922.0579) or from NCCER's Online Catalog at www.nccer.org.

Development
All performance verifications have been developed and approved by subject matter experts from the respective craft.

Credentials
NCCER will send appropriate credentials to the assessment center upon successful completion of the performance verification.

Certified Plus
A Certified Plus Designation may be achieved using this performance verification.

National Registry
Assessment and performance verification results will be maintained in NCCER’s National Registry and become a part of each candidate’s training records. These records are stored and become a portable record of the candidate’s training and assessment achievements.